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Nonlinear nonautonomous functional differential equations of delay type with 
L,-initial functions is studied by means of the theory of evolution operators in 
L,,-spaces. Using the evolution operator in C it is shown that the evolution operator 
constructed in L,, x R” determines the solutions of the initial value problem in the 
exact sense. A variation of parameters formula is developed for the nonlinear per- 
turbed equation. I(‘ 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall concentrate on functional differential equations of delay type 
with initial data in L,-space (i.e., the set of all strongly measurable 
functions 4: C-r, O] -+ R” such that sYr l#(0)jp dfI< +cc). In the treat- 
ment of functional differential equations with L, = Lp( [ -r, O]; R”)-initial 
functions, it is necessary to take the initial data as the pair (4, II} E 
Lp( [ -r, 01; R”) x R” (see, [7]), where R” denotes an n-dimensional 
euclidean space. 
Consider the nonlinear nonautonomous functional differential equations 
of the type, 
42) = UC x,) +f(t, x,); f E Ca, 61, (1.1) 
with initial conditions 
x,=dEL,(C-r,Ol;R”), x(a) = ‘1 E R”, (1.2) 
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where r>O, p<co, ~31; ~:[a-r,b]+R”, x,gLp([-r,O];R”) is 
defined by x,(0) = x(t + 0) for almost all 6 E [ -r, 01; L: [a, 61 x L, + R” is 
linear and f: [a, h] x L, + R” is semilinear. 
Our approach here is to construct linear and nonlinear evolution 
operators in L,-spaces corresponding to the linear initial value problem 
j(j) = UC .Y,), f E Co, hl, (1.3) 
Y,=~~~~(C-~U;R”), y(a) = q E R”, (1.4) 
and the nonlinear initial value problem ( 1.1 ), (1.2), respectively. These 
operators are associated with the solutions of the respective problems. We 
then show by using the nonlinear evolution operator in 
C= C( [ -r, 01; R”) (the space of all continuous functions from C-r, 0] 
into R”) (cf. [5]), that the nonlinear evolution operator constructed in L, 
determines the solutions of ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) in the exact sense. Variation of con- 
stants formula is developed to represent the solutions of (1.1 ), (1.2) in 
terms of the solutions of the linear problem (1.3) (1.4) and the associated 
nonlinear evolution operator in L, x R”. Our results are sufficiently general 
and include some of the results of Webb [17] and Webb and Badii [18]. 
In Section 2, we shall discuss the hypothesis on L and f along with some 
preliminary results which are needed in our subsequent discussion. A linear 
evolution operator for (1.3), (I .4) is constructed in Section 3. By allowing a 
larger class of nonlinear functionals f in (1 .l ) which are Lipschitz con- 
tinuous from [a, h] x L, -+ R”, we shall consider the nonlinear problem 
(1 .l), (1.2) in Section 4 and construct a nonlinear evolution operator in 
L, x R”. Section 5 applies the results of Section 4 to establish (i) a 
relationship between evolution operators in L, and C, and (ii) the 
correspondence between the solutions of (1.1 ), (1.2) and its associated 
evolution operator. 
Forany<=(&g}EX=L,, x R”, the norm is defined by the relation 
(1.5) 
The space X with norm (1.5) is indeed a Banach space. 
2. HYPOTHESES AND BASIC RESULTS 
We need the following preliminary analysis to describe the initial value 
problem (1.1 ), (1.2). Let the Banach space n be given by 
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The generic element of /i is denoted by k = {A,, A, ,..., A,, D} where the 
components A,, A, ,..., A, may be considered as elements of tY( [a, 61; 
R” “I) and the component D as an element of L,( [a, b] x C--r, 01; Rnx”). 
The norm in X;;R”““xL,([-r,b];R n x “) is the usual norm for product 
spaces. Let the subset W be given by 
where Wr )([ -r, O]; R”) is the set of all absolutely continuous functions 
from [ -r, 0] into R” with derivatives in L,. 
Define the operator L: [a, h] x L, x n + R” by the relation 
L(t, 4) = L(t, 4, k) = i A,(t) $( -ti) + Jo D(t, 0) &@ de, (2.2) 
0 -, 
where 0 = z. < ... <r,.=r and k= {A,,A ,,..., A,,D}. 
Now, consider the functional differential equation 
(2.3) 
with k E A and initial condition 
{L, X(Q)} = {A I?) EX (2.4) 
A function x is said to be a solution of (2.3) (2.4) if 
(i) XE W(‘)( [a !I]. R”) and p 9, > 
(ii) x satisfies Eq. (2.3) almost everywhere in [a, b] and satisfies 
(2.4). 
We now define the set 
of continuously differentiable functions on [a, 61. A norm in A,. is given by 
,kl,. = i /Ail< + IDI,., 
0 
where each Aj is considered to be an element of C( [a, 61; 
L,( [ -r, 01; Rnx”)). It is clear that C’( [a, b]; Y) is dense in Ly( [a, 61; Y), 
1 d q < co, Y being any separable Banach space, which in turn implies A,. is 
dense in A. 
The following definitions are useful in our subsequent analysis. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. For a Banach space X, the duality mapping J: X -+ 2,‘* 
is defined by 
JEJ([) if and only if ([,.j) = 11{112,= ljjjl: for ~EK, where X* 
denotes the dual of X. (2.6) 
DEFINITION 2.2. The (nonlinear) operator B: X + X is dissipative if and 
only if 
(K-BiZ,,,j)<O, for all i,,i2~D(B), the domain of B and 
for some jEJ([, - c2). (2.7) 
DEFINITION 2.3. An evolution operator V(r, a), f 2 u from X --+ X is said 
to be an evolution operator of type o if there exists a o E R such that 
for all [,,izEXand t>u. 
Define the operator B(t) by 
B(t)= lim k(V(r+h. t)[-i) 
/I - 0 
and its domain D(B(t)) is the set (i~X:lim,,,,(l/h)(V(t+h, t)[-[) 
exists}. 
If D( B( t)) is nonempty for each t > a, then the family B(t) is said to be 
infinitesimal generator of V( t, a). 
DEFINITION 2.4. An operator B(r) from D( B(f)) c X to X is said to 
belong to the class d(o) if for each 3. > 0 such that io < 1, and 
Ill,-i,llx<(l-k~~) -’ lli,-iz-1B(t)r,-iB(t)izllx (2.8 1 
for all [,, izE D(B(t)). 
We need the following theorem in our subsequent discussion. 
THEOREM 2.1 [4]. Suppose that the family qf’operators B(t), t E [a, b], 
satisfies the following conditions : 
(B.l) B(t)E&‘(W),for TV [a,b], 
(B.2) D(B(t)) = D independent of t, 
(B.3) R(Z- LB(t)) I D, for t E [a, h] and 0 < A < Ao, where I, > 0 and 
is such that 2,~ < 1, R(Z- LB(t)) being the range of Z- lB(t), and 
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(B.4) there is a continuous function h: [a, b] -+X and a monotic 
increasing function 1: R i -+ R f such that 
ll(Z-~.B(~))~‘~- (I-Ma))-’ illx~~Ilh(~~-~(a)llx~(l1511x~~ 
for 0<1<&, O<a<tdb 
and [ED. 
Then 
V(r,s)[= lim fi Z--l-’ 
PI--r= j=] 
( FB(T+iy!)’ i. (2.9) 
exists for a < 7 6 t < b and [ED and V(t, r) is an eoolution operator of 
type 0. 
The following lemma gives the duality map in L,. 
LEMMA 2.1 [ 171. If {$, q) E X, then j E J( ($, q}), duality mapping, where 
j is dqfined for all { tj, h} E X, by 
((~,h),j)=ll(#,?}ll:- p j” (~(8),~(B))Id(B)Ip-2de r 
+ (k Wilp-* 3 
where ( , ) denotes the inner product in R”. 
Define a norm in X = L, x R” by 
(2.10) 
where 
&= 1 + i: [Ail<. (2.12) 
,=j 
It is easy to see that the norm 11. IIx and (1. Ilk in X are equivalent. In fact, 
the following relation 
holds. 
Now the duality mapping for X with norm 11. Ilk is given by 
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LEMMA 2.2. Zf {qS, r} E X, then j~J((4, v }), wherej is defined by 
x Id(~ -2 de+ (k YI) Id” 2 foralf {$,h}eX. 
(2.14) 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.1 and hence omit- 
ted. 
We assume that the nonlinear functional f: [a, h] x L, + R” defined 
everywhere satisfies the following hyotheses: 
(H ,) Lipschitz continuous with respect to second argument with 
Lipschitz function /?(t); 
(Hz) there exists a continuous function h: [a, b] + X and a monotic 
increasing function C, : R + -+ R + such that 
I.f(h 4) -.#I4 $11 G lIh(t) - Ma)ll x CI(ld(o)l 1 
for fE [a, h], fjfz L,. (2.15) 
3. LINEAR EVOLUTION OPERATOR 
In this section we are mainly concerned with the construction of a linear 
evolution operator in X which is associated with the solutions of linear 
homogeneous equation 
.9(t) = L(4 L’,, k) (3.1) 
with initial condition 
{Y,, y(a)) = {by r) EX. (3.2) 
Define a linear operator A(t) on X by 
A(t) i = -4f){d, vf = (4, L(t, 4)) with D(A(r)) = W (3.3) 
We now show that {A(t): t E [a, 61) generates a family of linear 
evolution operators { V( t, a): a < t < b} on X. 
It can be easily shown that the operator A(t) is closed (see Reber [15]). 
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LEMMA 3.1. For kE A,., the operator (A(t) -w(k) I) is dissipative on 
WC X, tilhere w(k) = IkJ,. + 1. 
Proof: Let {h,d,(O)), {d2,b2(0)JED(A(t)), let 4=dl-42, and let 
.iEJ({dt d(O))) as in (2.14). Then by using (2.14), we get 
(A(t) YI), j>, = ( id3 L(t, d)), .i>, 
Therefore, using ahG(l/p)aP+(l/q)hY, where (l/p)+(l/q)=l and 
1 <p<co, we get 
+ lAo( Id’+ i IA,(t)1 IGC~~)I ldp ’ 
I 
--;$ ,f, IAilc 14(-qIlp+;$ IA,\, I&r,)lp 
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Using (2.13), we obtain 
Hence. we have 
<A(t){4,,I/.i)*~(w(k)-~) ll~4~Hl:~ (3.4) 
where o(k) = Ikl, + 1, which in turn implies that the operator 
(A(t) - o(k) I) is dissipative. 
LEMMA 3.2. A(t) - w(k) I is onto that is, R(A(t) - o(k) Z) = X. 
Proof: Fix { $, h j E X. Let 4 E L, be a solution of ordinary differential 
equation $ - co4 = II/. Therefore, 
4(e) = 4(O) ewe 
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Clearly (4, d(O)} E W. Now, we need only show that b(O) E R” may be 
chosen so that L(t, 4) - o&O) = h. Since 
~(t, 4) = i A,@) d( -Eli) + j" NC 0) d(e) de 
0 -, 
= $ (A,(t) e-‘“‘/d(O) + i A,(t) j;” e-‘““~+%&) ds 
0 
+-f A,(t) j;=’ e-““*,+‘)$(s) ds 
0 
+ jn, D(t, 0) j: e’“(ep’)$(s) ds de, 
it follows that 
where 
and 
H,,(t)=f:Ai(t)e-““~+jo D( t, 0) ewe dfl (3.6) 
0 r 
G,(t, i)=~Aj(t)j~“e~“““+“~(s)ds 
0 
+ jnr D(t, 6) j: e’““-‘)+(s) dsd8. (3.7) 
Hence the equation L(t, 4) - wd(O) = h, i.e., (H,(t) - oZ) b(O) = 
h - G,,(t, $) has a solution if (H,,(t) - wZ) is invertible. From the choice of 
w=l + jkl,.a 1 and the fact p> 1, it follows that (J”,eP”“dfl)“P< 1. 
Therefore, 
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Hence (H,,(t) - ol) -’ exists and has norm no greater than one. Thus 
A(t) - wl is onto. 
From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, it is clear that the operator A(t) - w(k) I is 
dissipative on its domain W and R(Z- A(t)) = A’ for 0 < 1~ l/w(k) where 
o(k) = 1 + Ikj,. Moreover A(t) E d(w(k)) for t E [a, h] and D(A(r)) = D is 
independent of t. Thus A(t) satisfies the conditions (B. 1 ), (B.2), (B.3) of 
Theorem 2.1. To see that the linear operators { A( 1): t E [a, h] } may be 
used to provide an infinite product or product integral representation of a 
family of linear evolution operators { V(t, a): a 6 t < h}, we need only to 
show that .4(t) also satisfies condition (B.4) of Theorem 2.1. For this, we 
proceed as follows: 
For each [,={tj,$(O)}&k’, set 5(t;)=(Z-j.A(t))~~‘i, where ((t;)= 
{ u( t, ), u( t, 0)} and [(t, 0) = u(t, 0). Then we have 
(I- IA(t)) <(t, .) = (, 
Therefore, 
u(t, 0) - %ti(t. e) = l)(O) (3.8) 
and 
u(t,O)-%L(t, u(t;))=lj(O). 
Using (3.8) we obtain 
u(t, q = u(t, 0) e”‘” +; j-:’ df’ ,“,“I&) ds. 
Hence 
ll(Z-AA(t))-‘i,-(z-IA(u))-’ i,llx 
= ll5(4 .I - <(a, . )IIx 
= II {4& .) - 44 ‘h 46 0) -da, Wll x 
LIP 
= ’ ~~(t,~)-u(a,~)~“d8+lu(t,O)-u(a,O)l~ 
-r > 
=lu(t,O)-u(u,O)I j,~,poii,+l)l’p. 
Thus 
II(Z-AA(r))-’ i, -(Z-AA(a))--’ i,llx 
<(r+ l)‘@ lu(t,O)-24(a,O)I. (3.9) 
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From L( t, U( t, . )) = Hj,( t) u( f, 0) + G;,( t, $), where 
and 
it follows that 
<~.ll{O, UC 46 .))-L(f, 44 .))>ll, 
+ I II (0, -UC da, . )) - ua, u(a, . ))> II ,y 
G ri II (O3 Hi(r)(u(t9 O) - u(“Y O))} II* 
+ 2 II 103 (H,(t) - Hi.(Q)) da* 0)) IIX 
+4l{O,G,(t, $)-Gj.(a, ti)}ll, 
=4Hj.(r)l l”(it, o)-“(ut O)l +3.(l{o, Hj,(t)) 
-~~~~j.(~)jll~I~(~~~)I+~-lI~~~~~(~~IC/)-~~(~,~)}Il~ 
<iolu(t? o)-“(u? O)l + A Ilhi(t)-hi(u)llX l”(4 O)l 
+~~ll{~~~~.~~~(I/~~~~.~~~Il/~}ll~~ 
where h,(t) = (0, H;.(t)}, and hence 
146 0) - 44 O)l G& IIIIhj.(t)-hj.(u)ll,Y l”(4 O)l 
+ ll{O, G,(t, II/)-G;.(a, $)>ll.~l. 
Inequality (3.9) together with (3.10) gives 
lI(Z-AA(t))-’ i, -(~-~~(~))-‘111lx 
(3.10) 
<(r+ 1)““. & [Ilhj,(r)-h~(u)ll,Y l”(u, O)l 
+ II (0, G,(tt II/) - GJ.(u, $)> II xl. (3.11) 
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Further, we have 
Using 
we get 
We shall now discuss the following two possible cases: 
Case i. Let I. > r. Then we have 
= K, llh,(t) - h.da)ll x II ($9 $(O)) II $3 
where K, = rl’Y/(d - r). 
Case ii. Let I. < r. Since 1 is small, we can choose an integer n such that 
r < nA. Therefore, for e”‘. d (1 - (r/nl)) Pn, it follows that 
IGj.(t, II/)-Gl(a, $)I 6(1/1(1 -rWY) Il~~~~~-~~.~~~ll~~l~YI~l~~~ 
= KZ Ilh>.(t) - hi(a)II x II I$, G(O)) II 5, 
where K, = rLiy/A( 1 - (r/HA))“. 
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Choose K, = max( K,, K2). Then 
lGj.(t, rl/)-G,(U, $)I ~K~Il~j.(~)-~;,(~)ll~ II{+, $(O)}llf;. (3.12) 
Again, we have 
144 011 “& C4Gj.(a, $)I + Iti(O)l I, 
6K,lH>.(a)l l$l,,, 
~K,41CII,p. 
Since %o < 1, it is clear that 
Therefore, 
Ida, 011 d & cwp+ lfyl 
~K,IIbW(O)JIIL (3.13) 
where K4 = K3/( 1 - Jo). 
Substituting (3.12) and (3.13) in (3.11), we get 
ll(1 +WW’i, -(I-mw’i,Il, 
<(r+ 1)“” & CK~Ilhj.(f)-hj.(U)llx II{+, sl/(o)}llt 
+ K, llhj.(f) - hall x II { $3 $(O)} II $1 
=& (Il~r(t)-hj.(U)llx)(Ks(r+ 1)“” Ililllfl.), 
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where K, = K, + K, 
where I(ll[,J.)=(K,/(l -Aw))(Y+ 1)‘:” l/[Jf;. Observe that 1(ll[,il,) is 
monotonic increasing and h,(t) = {0, H,(t)} is continuous. Hence con- 
dition (B.4) of Theorem 2.1 is verified. 
Remark 3.1. It is apt to indicate here that if [E D(A(t)) then the 
solution y(t) of Cauchy problem j(r) = A(t) y(t), y(a) = [ = {y,, y(a)} = 
{$, ‘1) E X is given by y(t) = V( t, a) < and the soiution is unique. 
Now, we shall formulate our main result on the construction of a linear 
evolution operator associated with the solutions of linear initial value 
problem (3.1), (3.2) as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose L is cf the ,jbrm (2.2) with k E A,.. Let 
D(A(r)) = { { 9, d(O)} E w: 4(O) = UC 4)) 
and 
Then the family of linear operators A(t) generates a linear evolution 
operator V(r, a) in D satisfying 
and 
V(t,a)[= lim fi I&-’ 
.,+J TA(a+i3 Ii 
exists for ad t d h and i E D. 
4. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION OPERATOR 
In this section we assume that the nonlinear functional f satisfies the 
hypotheses (H ,) and (H,). Define a nonlinear operator B(t): X-+ X by 
D(~(~))={{~,~}E~:~~W~‘;?=~(O)}, 
Wt)jh v$ = {I? ut, d)+f(t, 4,). 
(4.1) 
We show that {B(t): a d t < b} generates a family of nonlinear evolution 
operators { U( t, a): a d t <b} given by the relation (2.9). 
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LEMMA 4.1. For k E A,., the operator (B(t) - ~1) is dissipative on X 
where p = lkj,. + y + 1; y = max,, Cu,hI [a(t), 01. 
Proof: Let {&,&(O)), {~2,~2(0)}WWh let 4=9,-h and let 
jEJ({d? Q(O)l) as in (2.14). Then using (2.14) and (3.4) we get 
(B(t){ 41, d,(O)} - B(t){422 dAO)l? j)k 
=({~,L(t,~)+f(t,~,)-.f(t,~,)),j), 
= +A ut, d)fJ>,+ (pm? d,)-.f(c GwLi>k 
Since y = max,. co,h3 [P(t), 01, we obtain 
(B(t)(d,, d,(O)} - B(r)(h, dAO)),j>k 
From the fact II { 4, $(O) 3 II x~ lI{A 4Q)}llk, it follows that 
(B(t){d,, 4,(O)) - B(t){d,, d2(0)1, j)k 
ll(~,~~~,>ll:.+vll{~,~~~,>ll: 
=(lki.+y+;) Il(h4O,>ll: 
Hence, we have 
II {4~4(W: (4.2) 
which in turn implies the desired result. 
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LEMMA 4.2. (B(t) - PI) is onto, that is, R(B(t) - pI) = A’, kvhere R 
denotes the range. 
Proqf: Let (II/, h} E A’. Let 4 E L, be a solution of ordinary differential 
equation C$ - p# = $. Then we have 
Clearly (4, d(O) ) E K we need only to show that d(O) E R” may be 
chosen so that L( t, d) +.f(t, 4) - p&O) = h. To show this, we consider 
Then 
(H,,(r)-~Z)~(O)=h--G,,(t, $)-I t,eli”/j(()) + i” e”‘” ‘)4(s) ds 
0 1 
(4.3) 
First, we show that (H,,(r) - pZ) ’ exists and is bounded by a number 
less than one. From (3.5), we have 
H,,(t)=~A,(t)e~mT~“+jO D( r. 0) e”” d&l, where H,,(t): R” + R”. 
0 , 
Set (H,,(f) - ~1) 4(O) = $(O). Then 
(NO), 4(O)) = ((H,,(t) - ~4 4(O), d(O)) 
= (H,(t) 4(O), 4(O)) - /4&O), 40)) 
G lkl,. 1~(0)1240(0)12 
= -t-Y + 1) I4(O)l’. 
That is, 
Hence 
(1’ + 1) 19(0)12 d -(bw)* d(O)) G hw)l I$(O)l. 
kP(O)l “-& I(H,(t)-i4 d(O)l. 
This shows that (H,,(t) - ~1)~’ exists and 
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Therefore, from (4.3) we obtain 
d(O) = (H,(t) - 4 ’ h - G,,(t, I)-,f t, epeq5(0) + 1” e’+%&) ds)). 
0 
Define an operator d: R” -+ R” by the relation 
d(r) = (H,,(f) - 14 ’ h - G,,(t, t,b) -f t, e@a + j” k”“-.“@(s) ds)}. 
0 
For CY, , c(~ E R”, it follows that 
Hence d is indeed a strict contraction. Thus d has a unique fixed point 
h,, = d(O) E R”, proving the lemma. 
It is clear from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 that the family of nonlinear 
operators B(t) satisfies conditions (B. 1 ), (B.2), and (B.3) of Theorem 2.1. 
Next, we proceed to show that condition (B.4) of Theorem 2.1 is also valid. 
Indeed, for each [,= frj,r+QO)}~X, set [,(t;)=(Z-M(t))-I[,, where 
[,(r;)= {u,(t;), ul(t,O)} and t,(t,O)=u,(t,O). Then we have 
and 
ti,(t, fl)-h,(t, e)=$(e) 
u,(f,O)-X(t, u,(t, O))-E.&t, u,(t, d))=+(O). (4.4) 
Therefore, 
~,(t,e)=u~(f,O)r’;~+IS’e(~-‘):i~(~)d~. 
L n (4.5) 
Using (4.4) (4.5) together with hypotheses (H,) and (H2), we get 
lu,(t,O)-u,(a,O)l <j-V44 ul(t;)--(a, ~,(a, .))I 
+ 1.lf(c U,(f, .)I -SC4 u,(a, . ))I 
d ~C4u1(4 0) - u,(a, 011 + II (03 f&U)] 
- (0, ffJ4)llx lu,(a, O)l + Il{O, G,(G $,> 
- CO, G,(a> $))llxl +~C~lu,(f, Q-u,(a, @I 
+ W(r)-h(a)llx C,(lu,(a, O)l)l. 
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Let h,,(t)= 10, H,,(r)). Then 
lu,(f, O)-u,(a, 011 biCdu,(4 O)-u,(a, 011 + Illz,,(f)-h,,(a)ll. 
xl~,(~~O)I+ll{O~G,,(~~IC/)}-~O,G~,(~~~)JIl. 
+~l~,(~,o)-~,(Q,O)l+ ll~~~~-~(~~ll.~,~l~,~~,~~/) 
G j.Icclu,(f, 0) - u,(a, fl)l + llh,,(u)Il .y lu,(c 011 
+ lli@ G,,(L $1) - 10, G,,(a, Il/);ll.y 
+ Il~(~)-N~)lI,, C,(lu,(a. O)ll 
“& Ill~~,,(~)-~l,(~)ll,y lu,(u, 011 + II{@ GJt, $1) 
- (0, G,,(G ti))IIx+ ll~~~~-~~~~~Il~~,~I~,~~~~~l~1. 
Using a similar argument as in Section 3, we get 
lu,(r, 0) - u,(a, 011 
+ K, llh,,(t) -h,,(a)llx II {ti, W)flll; 
+ lI~(~)-~(~)ll,~2(lII~, w))ll,)l~ 
where C’?(s) is a monotonic increasing function of 6, K,, and K, are non- 
negative constants, and C,(6) = K,C',(d). Thus, we have 
lU,(f, O)- u,(a, 011 G& I Cllh^~~~-h^~~~ll.~~,II{~, +W)jll; 
+ C,(II{$, $(O)fllX)l> 
The relation (4.4) (4.5), and (4.6) yields for Ap < 1 that 
ll~~-~.~~~‘i,-~~-~~~~~~~‘~,ll=ll5,~~,~~-~,~~,~~IIx 
6 (Y+ 1)“” lu,(t, 0) - u,(a, 0)l 
~~Ilh^~~~-h^~~~ll.~~lli,ll,~~ 
where i(S) = cr, 6” + ozC2(6) (6 E R' and cr,, o2 are nonnegative constants) 
is a monotonic increasing function from R + + R + 
Hence condition (B.4) of Theorem 2.1 is verified. 
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Now, we shall formulate our main result on the construction of a non- 
linear evolution operator associated with the solutions of initial value 
problem (1.1 ), (1.2) as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose L is qf the jbrm (2.2) with k E A,. and,f is &fined 
rcrr~whrre und sutisfies (H , ) and (H, ). [f 
4t){h 4(O)] = (d, ut, a,+.r‘ct, 4,). 
Then the family of nonlinear operators B(t) generates a nonlinear 
evolution operator U( t, a) in D satisfying 
llU(t,~~)i,-UU(t,u)1211~.~ Ili,-~,JYexp(t-rr)~) 
for all i,, iz E D (4.7) 
and 
U(t,a)i= lim fi 
‘I-’ ,=, 
exists for u < t 6 h and i E D. 
5. EVOLUTION OPERATOR AND SOLUTIONS OF INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
In this section, we show that the evolution operator U(t, a); t 3 a of 
Section 4 gives the solutions to the problem (1.1) (1.2) in A’. Let P, be a 
projection of X onto L, and P, be a projection of X onto R” 
(i.e., P,{&ql=q$ P,(&q}=q). Define for {#,~}EX, the function 
.u(t; a, {cj, q}): [a-r, h] + R” by 
.u(t;a, {&II},= 
i 
d(t - a) if a-rdt<a 
p2wt3 a)lh vl if t 3 a. 
(5.1) 
From the strong continuity of U(t, a) and (5.1), it can be easily seen (see 
[4, Corollary 2.1, p. 703) that x(t; a, { q3, q}) is continuous in t to t > a. 
First, we shall obtain a relationship between the evolution operators in 
X and C and then show that the function defined by (5.1) represents the 
solutions of (1.1 ), ( 1.2) in the exact sense. The superscript c indicates 
hereafter that the corresponding operator is defined in C. Define 
B’(t):C+C by D(B”(t))=D’={$d:$d, i+h(O)=L(t,$)+f(t,t+b)} 
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and B’(f) lj = lj. Set J;.(f)=(z-RB’(t))- ‘, J,.(t) = (Z- iB(r)) ‘. 
B;(r)=B’(t)J: and B,(t)=B(t)J;(t). Then it is well known (see [4. 
Definition 1.11) that 
fiy, II&.(r) II/IIc exists for all $ E C 
and 
lim lIB,(t)lh vi II k j-0 exists for ( fj, ‘1) E X. 
Let 
and 
Then, we observe from (B.4) of Theorem 2.1 and 6’ and 6 are indepen- 
dent of t and for each t E [u, h], b’ c D’, 6~ D. Moreover, it can be 
shown easily that @A’(t)) is dense in C (i.e., D(A’(t)) = C) and also 
D(A( t)) is dense in X (i.e., D(A( f)) = X). Therefore, fi’ and 6 are dense 
in C. 
Define an operator Q: X + C with D(C) = { (q5, r)) E X: q5 agrees a.e. on 
C-r, 0] with a continuous function $ and $(O)=q} by the relation 
Q { q3, q ) = $. If we write Q{ 4, ye ) = q5 then it is understood that 0 is a con- 
tinuous function identified with d E L,. In view of the relation 
it is clear that D(B( t)) c o(Q), Q is one-to-one and Q I: C -+ X is con- 
tinuous. 
Further, if ,f is restricted to C, then it can be seen easily from the fact 
I41 LQ 6 r’,” llQll(‘ for all 4 E C that Lipschitz continuity offin L, implies f is 
Lipschitz continuous in C. Moreover the following properties hold: 
(i) @B’(t)) is dense in C, 
(ii) (B”(t)-pL(I) is dissipative in C and R(B’(t)-p’Z)=C, and 
(iii) B’(t) is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous non- 
linear operator iY(t, (I), t 2 CI on C. 
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It should be noted further that if Q(4,q) eD(B’(t)) = D, then we have 
QWM YI) = B”(t) Q{h ~1. (5.3) 
The following result exhibits a relationship between the evolution 
operators in X and C on II(Q). 
Prmj: Let 4 E C and i. > 0 sufficiently small be given. Then there exists 
a {$,h{eD=D(B(f)) such that Q{$,~}ED” and (I-%B”(t))Q{lc/,h} 
=qS. Using (5.3) we get 
Q(Z- Wt)){lCI> h) = (I- lp(t)) Q{$, h} = 4 (5.4) 
which in turn shows, 
(I-iB”(t)) ’ cj=Q(Z-Ul(t))--’ Q-$4 for all f$ E C. (5.5) 
For 4 E C, t > a and a positive integer n sufficiently large, (5.5) gives 
Jl(~+iE~)=QJj.(u+jj.)Q~‘~, where i=F and i is any 
positive integer. (5.6) 
A simple induction argument and (5.6) yield 
u+ii)qb=Q fj .Z;.(u+iA)Q-'4. (5.7) 
i= I 
Thus, from (5.2) and (5.7) we obtain 
= lim fi J,(u+i~)Q~‘~-Q-‘~(t,u)~ 
II- I II !=I II x 
<(I-+ 1)““. fi J,(u+i~)Q~‘~-Q~‘U’(t,u)~ 
i= I c 
and hence the lemma is proved. 
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The next result is concerned with the relationship between the solutions 
of (1.1) (1.2) in Xand C. 
For 4 E C, we define a function .u’(t; u, 4): [u - r, h] + R” by 
.Y’ (t; u, q/5, = qq t - (I), u-r<t<u 
= (LfC(f, a) #l(O), t 3 u. (5.8) 
The basic property of U”( t, u), t 3 u, namely 
.r;(.;u,~)=I/((t,u)(b for all t > u and 4 E C, (5.9) 
proved by Dyson and Villella-Bressan [5] is useful in our subsequent 
analysis. 
LEMMA 5.2. If’ ( 4, rl) E D(Q ), t/m 
.u(t;u, (6,‘1))=.Y’(t;u,Ql~,~l) for t>,u-r. (5.10) 
Proof: For any (4, I?) E D(Q), using Definitions 5.1 and 5.8, and 
Lemma 5.1, we obtain for f 3 (I, 
Further, for N - r < t G u, we have 
.u(t;u, j~,~})=.~‘(t;u,Q(~,ar)=~(t-u). 
Hence the assertion is proved for all t 3 u-r. 
LEMMA 5.3. If’ (4, ty} EX, then x,(.; a, {d, ye})= P, U(t, u){h q} for all 
t > u. 
Pro@: For (4, v} ED(Q), t >a, it follows from (5.10) and (5.9) that 
.u,(.;u, {~,rf,=x:(.;u,Q{~,~), 
= U”(f, 0) Q(h YI) 
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Let { 4, q } E X, t > a and let { c$,, 4,(O)} c II(Q) converging to { 4, q} in 
A’. Then, we have 
s 
0 
+ I Ix,(~;a, idn, d,,(O)))(Wx,(~;a, {A rl})(@lpd~ 
+ s (’ I(p, U(f, a){@,,, d,,(o)))(@-x(t+ 6 4 {A, G~AO)I)I”~~ I 
+ 
I 
O I-$f+Ra, {d,,,d,~(O)})-x(r+e;a, {O,rl})IpdJ. 
r 
Using (4.7), we get 
IP, Vf, a)($, s> -X,(.;a, fc4 vI)IE, 
~11{~~9}-{~,,,~,,(O)}ll~e”~“‘~ 
~II{A~~-{~,,,d,,(~)~III;e”~“‘~+ O s I(P,U(t,a){~,,~,(0)})(8) -I 
--x(t+Ra, {9,,,d.(o)})lP~~+Ju 14,(v-a)-4(v--a)lPdv u-i- 
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Further, by using (4.7) the above inequality reduces to 
IP,U(t,u){d,‘I) --.y,(.;u, jhq))l;, 
G II ($4 yI i - Id,!> $4,(O)) IIf, e” (‘IP + 
As n + x8, each term on the r.h.s. of (5.11 ) tends to zero. This completes 
the proof. 
In our next result we shall show that the translated segment of the 
solution of the functional differential equation ( 1.1 ) with initial point 
i 4, rl) E X lies in C for all t 3 a + r. 
LEMMA 5.4. J/‘t>u+r und (&~)EX, then U(t,a)jq$q)ED(Q) und 
pu(t,u){~,~) =C’~(t,u+r)QCI(u+r,u){~,rl). 
Proof: From Lemma 5.3 and Definition 5.1, we have 
.y,(.;u, id,r?))=P,Wt, J(d?V) for {#,q}EX; t3u, 
.u(t;u, (&ul))=PJ4Lu)jd,q; for t3a, 
From strong continuity of U(t, a) for t 3 a it is clear that P, U(t, u){4, q} 
is continuous in t for t > u. Therefore, .u,( .; u, id, q}) E C for t 3 u + r. 
Hence there exists a $ E C such that P, U(t, a){d, 9) = $ almost everywhere 
on [-r,O] for t>,u+r. 
Further, we have 
*(o 
and hence 
Finally, if { 4, q ) E X and t > u + r, then using Lemma 5.1, we obtain 
Qu(r,u)(~,~,=Qu(t,u+r)(i(u+r,u){~,g} 
=lY(t,u+r)QU(u+r,u){~,rl}. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.5. If 13a+r, then 
IlQVc Q){A v) -QUf> a)ilC/, h)ll. 
<e”” “‘~&f~,~~-(t+b,h~//~ forallf&~j~X. 
Moreover, QU(t, a) maps bounded sets in X into bounded sets of C. 
Proof: For t > a + Y, we have by Lemma 5.4, U(t, a){#, II}, U(t, a) 
(Ic/. /z) E D( Q). For 0 E C-r, 01, Lemma 5.3 yields almost everywhere that 
(QU(t,u)(~,qi)(8)=(P,U(t,a)(~,rl))(8)=,~,(.;a, (4, ‘I))(@ 
=x(t+O;a, i~,s})=PzU(t+8,u)(~,YI}. 
Hence, using (4.7) we obtain 
= sup I(QUf> a){47 yI)NW (QVh a){$, h))(@ 
0 F r r.01 
proving the first part of the lemma. Since t E [a, h], the second part of the 
Lemma is direct. 
It should be noted that from the assertion of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we can 
infer more information about the properties of U( t, a); t 3 a from those of 
U’ (I, a); t 2 n as the following lemmas show. 
LEMMA 5.6. Jf’ U‘( t, u) is compact from C to C ,for t 3 a + r, then 
QU( t, a) is compact ,from X to C for t 3 a + 2r and hence U( t, a) is compact 
,from X to X,for t > a + 2r. 
Proof: The first part is a direct consequence of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. 
The second part follows from the compactness of QU(t, a) from X to C, the 
continuity of Q ‘, and U(t, a) = Q - ‘QU(t, a). 
LEMMA 5.7. Jf iY(t,u)(C)cD(B’(t))for tbu+r, then QU(t,u)(X)c 
D(B’(t))for t3a+2r and U(t,a)(X)cD(B(t)),for t3a+2r. 
Proofi The first part of the assertion follows from Lemma 5.4. This 
together with Eq. (5.3) completes the proof. 
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Finally, in the following result we shall show how the evolution operator 
I/( t, u); t 3 u constructed in X determines the solutions of ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) in the 
exact sense. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let p 3 1. Suppose L: [u, h] x L, + R” is dgfi’nrd 
rcrr~x~herr und continuous, and,fi [u, h] x L, + R” is ewrywthere defined and 
.vati.@s (H, ) and (H,). If’ { q5, q ) E X, then 
.t(t;u, {qxq))=L(t,.\-,(.;a (~,t1)))+.f’(t,.U,(.;u, j&‘1))) 
u.e. ,fbr t 3 u. (5.12) 
Proof: We will decompose B( t ) = A, + B, (t ), where A ’ is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous linear semigroup, and E,(t) 
is nonlinear. continuous, and everywhere defined. In particular, we choose 
A, and B,(t): X + X by the relations 
and 
A,jqirl)= (qi0). D(A,)=D(Nt)) 
B,(t)(h )I1 = (0, ut. d)-t.f‘(f, d,), D(B,(t)) = x. 
Let us denote (I-).A,) ’ by J,., and (I-j.B(t)) ’ by J,(t). Then, for 
C= (qb,q] EX. we have 
J,(rr+ii.)i=(Z-E.A,) ‘(I-j.A,)(Z-LB(a+ii.)) ‘i 
=(I-;.A,) ‘(~-AB(u+~L))~‘< 
-i(I-EA,) ’ A,(I-j.B(a+ii.))p’ ( 
=(I-iA,) ’ [+i(I-iA,) ’ B(a+ii,)(Z-j~B(a+ii.)) 
- i( I - /.A , ) ’ A ,(I- iB(u + ii.)) ’ ( 
=(I-iA,) ’ ;+?.(I-IA,) ’ B,(a+GU)(Z-Zl(a+ijU)) 
= J,.,5 + iJj.,, B,(u + jr,) J,(a + ii.) <. 
Further, we have 
+ AJ;.., B,(a + 2A) J,(a + 2A) J;(a + 2.) i 
= Jf,, [ + iJ;., B,(a + I.) JL(a + 3.) [ 
+ AJ,,, B,(a + 2i) J,(a + 22.) J,(a + A) i. 
Iv 
4 
‘4 
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Hence by using simple induction argument, we get 
fi Jj,(U+ij.)[=J~,,(+i i Ji,;‘+‘B,(U+ii.) fi Jj.(U+~j”)i. (5.13) 
i= I !=I p = I 
It can be seen easily that -A I satisfies all the conditions of Crandall and 
Ligget [ 3, Theorem 11. Therefore, 
,,‘\y (I-?A,) -‘I (4, YIJ = T(t-aHd* U>> (5.14) 
where T(t); t 3 0 is a linear semigroup operator generated by A,. 
For i= (d,q)~X and l.=(t-u)/n, tbu, we have from (5.13) and 
(5.14) that 
J,(u+ii.) <- T(r-a) [- f i.T(r-(u+ii.)) B,(u+d) U(u+il, a) [ 
,= I X 
d llJ;,,i- T(r-u)[ll,y+jw f I/J;,; ‘+,B,(u+iE.) fj J,(a+p;.)[ 
- T(r 
and therefore 
,=I II 1’ = 1 
-(u+ii,))E,(u+ii) U(u+ii.,u)[ 
X 
[-T(f-u) [- i i.T(t-(u+G)) B,(a+z2) U(a+i& a)[ 
,=-I X 
~lIJ:‘,i-T(r-u)ill,+j. i .lq,;“’ B,(~+il) fI Jj,(u+~~)i 
I=’ ~1 ( ,1= I 
-B,(u+iE.) U(u+ii,u)[ 
)ll x 
+i. i II(& ‘+I -T(r-(u+il~)))B,(a+iE.)U(a+i%,u)~~~x. 
i= I 
(5.15) 
From (5.14) and lim,, _ % IT= , J,., - .,,,,(a + i((s - a)ln)) i = ws, 0) i 
exists uniformly for a d s < t, where [ belongs to a compact subset of X, it 
is clear that each term on the r.h.s. of (5.15) tends to zero as n + co. 
Hence, we have 
C;(1,u)r=T(t-u)5+j’T(f-.~)B,(s)U(s,a)rds; r>a. (5.16) 
0 
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Since the linear semigroup T(r - a): t 3 CI generated by -A, has the 
property 
P2T(I-u)I~,YI)=Pzt~,~}=)1 for all { fj, ylj E X, 
using (5.1) and Lemma 5.3, we obtain for all {$, q ] E X and t 3 a, 
-y(t;u, j9,YI})=PzU([,u)i~,rl}=PZT(t-u)(~,11) 
+Pzj’T(t-s)B,(s 
‘1 
=‘l+j’PIR,(S) U(s,a 
‘l 
= Yj + j’ [L(s, P, U(s, a 
(I 
I-’ 
which in turn implies (5.12) almost everywhere. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Variation of parameters formula). The solufion 
x( f; a, { ~5, q } ) of’ ( 1.1 ) with initiul poinr ( 4, q ) E X is given hi, 
.df;u, {d,rli)=.l'(f;u, ~~,~j)+j'.r(t:.r, jO,,f'(.r~,)))& r>u, (5.17) 
t, 
where y( 1; u, (4, q 1 ) is un>t solution of’ (3.1 ) with initiul poinr iq5, q ) E X. 
Proqf: We will decompose B(r) = A(r) + B,(r), where A(t) is linear 
operator discussed in Section 3 and B?(t) is nonlinear, but continuous and 
everywhere defined. In particular, we choose A(r), Bz(r): X+X by the 
relations 
and 
with (A(r)) as defined in Section 3 and D(B,(t)) = X. 
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Let us denote (Z-3J(t))P’ by J;,,,(t) and (Z-IB(t))P’ by Jj,(t). Then 
we have 
J,(u+i%)[=(Z-%B(u+i%))-‘( 
=(z-%A(u+i%))--‘~+%(z-L4(u+i%))-’B,(a+i%) 
x(Z-%B(a+i%))-‘[. 
Therefore, 
Jj.(” + iA) i =Jj.l(u + iI*) [ + %JjJ(U + U) B,(U + il) JJU + U) [. 
A simple induction argument yields 
,C' A( 
J a+ii)i= fJ J.,,(u+ijb)i+A i fi Jj.,l(a+11%) 
,=I ,=I ( p=, 
x B,(u + i%) lj J,(u+ v%) [ 
,I = ’ > 
(5.18) 
For i=(&q)~X, I=(r-a)/~, t>u, we have 
II ,~lJj.(u+~~~)l-~(i,U)~-,~,l)l(i,u+U)B~(u+i~)U(u+i%,u)~~~ x 
d fi Jj.,,(U+i;l)[- V(t,U)c 
! I  I=’ II X 
+i i fi Jj~,l(U+/d)B,(U+il) 
,=I II ,L = i 
X fi Jj,(U+V;l)i-V(t,u+il)B,(u+i~~)U(u+i~,U)i 
\'= I II X 
and hence 
I ,fj, Jj.(" + i%) i - v(f, a) i - ,$, %V(r, U + U) B,(u + iA) U(u + iA, a) [ (1 X 
< fi Jj.,,(U+iA)& V(t,U)[ 
II i=l II X 
+ % ~ ii Jj.,,(U+~L3”) 
,=I II p = , 
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’ 
i 
‘,(’ + in) ir Jj.(U + V~)- B,(U + id.) U(U + ids, U) i 
v= I Ill L 
t-i. i fi Jj,,,(U+~j.)- V(t, U+ii) 
,=I h( I, = I > 
x B,(u + ii) U(u + ii, a) { 
I ‘.I 
(5.19) 
An argument similar to that used in Theorem 5.1, shows that each term 
of r.h.s. of (5.19) tends to zero as n + ‘co. Hence, we have 
U(t, u) i = V(t, u) i + 1’ V(t, s) l&(s) U(s, a) ds, rau. (5.20) 
t, 
From (5.20) and Definition 5.1, it follows that 
+ P, j’ V(r, .T) B,(s) U(s, a)(4, II} ds 
,I 
which in turn implies (5.17). 
Remark 5.1. In view of Theorem 5.2, it is clear that one can 
(i) obtain the asymptotic stability information about the solutions of 
perturbed linear functional differential equations via norm estimates on the 
associated evolution operator, and 
(ii) develop the existential analysis via shooting method for initial- 
boundary value problem for functional differential equations of delay type 
with L,-initial and boundary conditions. 
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